May 29, 2019

See English Version in the next page >>

TEMPLE POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT TO VENDORS

1. Alcohols are not permitted on the temple compound.
2. No live products such as fish, crab, clams…etc. are allowed to sell.
3. Do Not park your van or car at your selling area.
4. Bring your own trash bags and take all trashes to the temple dumpster yourself
afterwards. Also, Do Not leave any leftover charcoal or oil on the temple compound.
5. Do not leave any materials such as broken tents, chairs, mats or other belongings
and make sure your vending area is as cleaned as what it was before you occupied.
6. No Sale/booth setup at undesignated areas
7. For your participation in the next food event, please fill out a vendor form as soon as
possible (first come first serve basis). Must pay in full payment with $100 clean-up
security deposit for selling food and $50 for non-food products. Again, we Do Not
Accept half payment and your cleanup-security deposit will be returned to you when
your area is cleaned.
In addition, if you decide to cancel your sale, you will get a full refund!

NOTE: If you do not comply with this policy, you will not be allowed to sell at any
further temple’s events.
Thank you for your cooperation to make our food festival a successful event.

Vatt Buddhikarama Board of Directors

ត្ូ លេែ/BOOTH #____

VENDOR REFUND FORM

នាមែលួន/FIRST NAME:__________________នាមត្ត្កូេ/LAST NAME:______________

អាស័យដ្ឋាន/ADDRESS:_________________________________________________________
ទូរស័ព្ទ/TEL.:_______________________អុ៊ីខមេ/EMAIL:_________________________

Note: I would like to get my fund of 2020 Cambodian New Year event.

Must fill out this form, state your refund as following:
Name, address, telephone, sign, date, booth # and amount you paid,
including your cleaning deposit. Thank you!

ហត្ថលេខា/SIGNATURE________________________ថ្ងៃខែ/DATE_____________ចំនួនេុយ/AMOUNT $_____

ល ើមានសំណួរលសេងៗ សូមទូរស័ព្ទលៅ ត្ព្ះលត្ជគុណ កុយ ចាន់រ ិទធលេែខាងលត្ោម
លនះ។

For more details, please contact the following Vendor Coordinators:
Venerable Koy Chanrith (301) 250-0436 or Mr. Ken Kiv (240) 481- 9330
Thank you!

